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One Million Solutions in Health™ Showcases Bay
Bridge Senior Living and their Innovations in Memory
Care
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Innovations in Memory Care 20140512

To address the exponential growth in those living with dementia or Alzheimer's disease, One Million
Solutions in Health™ is focusing on Bay Bridge Senior Living, via this webinar on "Innovations in Memory
Care," to help those caring for these individuals and their families.
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One Million Solutions in
Health

Dementia and Alzheimer's disease hit families hard. One Million
Solutions in Health is honored to showcase and share this webinar,
“Innovations in Memory Care” with Rachelle L. Blough, C.T.R.S, C.D.P.,
Vice President of Life Enrichment Innovation, Bay Bridge Senior Living.

This informative webinar provides an overview of how the concepts of
person-centered care are implemented in a practical way for one senior
living company. Utilizing stories and examples, our expert illustrates
how a comprehensive memory care program model can assist
residents living with memory loss — allowing them to still 簐ourish each
day.

You may be aware of Assisted Living, but have you heard of Memory
Care?

This webinar explores Senior Living and Memory Care, which is geared
towards those seniors living with Dementia, Alzheimer’s and various
other memory problems. The care required for those effected by these
diseases is extremely unique.

When a loved one suffers from memory problems, at 韞�rst it can be a
very hard topic to speak about, and even harder to accept the reality. But
there comes a time when the family must face the challenge that has
been put in front of them, and 韞�nd out about the assistance that is out there.

Rachelle L. Blough, the presenter for the webinar, has exceptional experience in the 韞�eld of Senior Living.
Rachelle holds the title of Certi韞�ed Recreational Therapist, Certi韞�ed Dementia Practitioner, and Vice
President of Life Enrichment and Innovation for Bay Bridge Senior Living.

Review the webinar here: “Innovations in Memory Care.”

ABOUT ONE MILLION SOLUTIONS IN HEALTH: 
As a not-for-pro韞�t, the goal of One Million Solutions in Health™ is to shape health care by sharing
solutions and, importantly, to accelerate the discovery, development and delivery ... of innovative cures,
treatments and preventative measures for patients around the world. By facilitating efforts to ensure
organizations can Connect, Learn + Share, Innovate and Collaborate, our vision is to improve health care
delivery, accelerate life sciences research and share patient and consumer-focused ideas and solutions.

By engaging scientists, entrepreneurs, investors, innovators, industry experts, health care professionals,
and patients across various disciplines, and from around the world, we can utilize the power of the
internet to disrupt things in a positive and transformative way to accelerate the movement of new
solutions and scienti韞�c discoveries from the scientist to the patient.

The Technology Evaluation Consortium (TEC) brings together life sciences and/or health care
companies and technology providers, and other relevant partners (e.g., government and Universities) to
evaluate and validate technologies or services in a collaborative environment. The model empowers
technology providers and industry end users to collectively assess a number of technologies in a cost-
effective manner, producing a depth and breadth of results that no company can achieve alone.

We are on our way towards accelerating high-potential innovations, catalyzing investment and increasing
awareness of, and support for, important ideas to improve health and save lives. We are thrilled to have
you be a part of this transformative journey!

A comprehensive
memory care
program can assist
residents living with
memory loss —
allowing them to
still 簐ourish each
day.
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IF YOU HAVE A TECHNOLOGY, SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY OR MEDICAL SOLUTION YOU WOULD LIKE US
TO HELP SHARE WITH THE WORLD, CONTACT US.

For more information: http://www.onemillionsolutionsinhealth.org

CONTACT:  
One Million Solutions in Health™  
Dawn Van Dam  
Executive Director & CEO  
Email: dawn.vandam(at)onemillionsolutionsinhealth(dot)org 
Phone: 416-402-8274  
Twitter: @DawnVanDam
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Questions about a news article you've read?

Reach out to the author: contact and available social following information is listed in the top-right of all
news releases.

Questions about your PRWeb account or interested in learning more about our news services?

Call PRWeb:1-866-640-6397
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